950-8353 X2D REPLACEMENT HOOD INSTRUCTIONS

IF REPLACING AN OLDER STYLE HOOD THAT USES THE (6) PLASTIC PUSH CLIPS WHERE X2D HOUSING MOUNTING PLATE DOES NOT HAVE THE BENT FLANGE ON TOP FOR HOOD, FOLLOW STEPS BELOW.

1. Remove / cut caulking around existing X2D hood.
2. Remove old hood by pulling from X2D and remove (4) screws that hold X2D housing to house, (See Diagram A).
3. Place adapter plate with bent flange on top with bend facing away from the house over existing X2D housing flange and secure with (4) screws removed in step 1, (See Diagram A).
4. Hook X2D hood on adapter plate top flange, center and bend tab over on each side on bottom of hood, (See Diagram B).
5. Apply a bead of caulk around hood and siding and insert screen in hood, (See Diagram C).

NOTE: Discard Adapter Plate included in the kit if the existing X2D hood does not use the (6) plastic clips. The X2D housing mounting plate already has the bent flange on top for hood to hook on to.

IF REPLACING A NEW STYLE HOOD THAT DOES NOT USE THE (6) PLASTIC PUSH CLIPS WHERE THE X2D HOUSING MOUNTING PLATE ALREADY HAS THE BENT FLANGE ON TOP FOR HOOD, FOLLOW STEPS BELOW.

1. Remove / cut caulking around existing X2D hood.
2. Remove old hood by opening fold over tabs in both lower corners of X2D hood unhinge hood from top flange, (See Diag. D).
3. Hook X2D hood on housing top flange, center and bend tab over on each side on bottom of hood, (See Diagram D).
4. Apply a bead of caulk around hood and siding and insert screen in Hood, (See Diagram E).